Bowmans Break: Winter Programme 2021
At Bowmans, the Vacation Work Programes grants an opportunity to participants to meet some of the firms’ top
lawyers, and gain insights on some of the top legal work while enjoying the collegial culture. These are not only
important to us but are equally important to an aspiring attorney who aspire to join Bowmans and experience
the firms’ values, culture, and the type of work practice on a day-to-day basis.
We host our Vacation Work Programmes across Sandton and Cape Town offices, twice a year. The Winter
Programme takes place between June and July and while the Summer Programme takes place between
November and December. Due to Covid-19 regulations effecting the usual method of hosting the Vacation
Work Programmes, we sought to seek out ways of changing the offering in a compliant manner and the team
thought of ways around how we can realize the objective of offering our Vacation Work Programmes virtually.
In 2021, we launched the Bowmans Virtual Winter Vacation Programme which commenced across 2 separate
weeks in July with 81 law students accepting our invitation to participate in the programme by means of the
Forage platform.

Each participant had an opportunity to choose their 3 preferred options of corporate law practice areas. The
choices were indicative of their keen interests and as such, were the specialties that the participants worked in
for the duration of the week. The time spent in the various areas prompted engagement with the specialist
teams of lawyers and participants were required to submit their work to the team ahead of the specified
deadlines.
The Virtual Vacation Programme involved a variety of activities to ensure that candidates were exposure to
most of the practice areas on offer at Bowmans, to get a chance to engage with partners across the firm and
begin their journey at growing their understanding of firsthand experience while being immersed in Bowmans
culture from the comfort of their own homes.

The programme further incorporated social events, interactive sessions, and team meetings to create a realistic
experience for the 81 participants. By successfully hosting the largest audiences in one season of Bowmans
Vacation Programme, we learnt that although working virtually posed many changes, those changes offered
new horizons too.
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